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Background  
 
A Pre-bid conference was held for District 5 Jefferson County I-265 bridge cleaning and 
painting. CID 232952 
  
Present:  
 
Craig Craig KYTC Bryan Cavan  TRC LLC 
Jeff McMahon  M&M services  Emanuel Trikailis North Star  

Tom Mathews  KYTC Byron Ogger Intech Contracting  
George Kuvrus  K.M.X painting  Angel Perce  Euro Paint LLC  
Sakelars Trikilu   Euro Paint LLC  Robert Lail  Delong Concrete  
Vasilis Katsourakis  APBN inc.  Anthany Zaembillas  Elite Contracting  
Daniel Stuclay Elite Contracting  John Savidakis Omega Coatings & 

Construction  
Yiannis 
Kendemelidis  

Olympus Paintings 
& Construction  

Michael Basse  GPI 

Chris Goff  KTC    
Mary Jo Tirikos  Panther Industrial 

Painting  
  

    
 
Pre-Bid Conference  
 
Question and Answer 
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, so for joints you don’t want any concrete barrier 
wall up? 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC, stated no because it will be in that three-day period.  
 
Q Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, you are going to put holes in the deck, and you 
are not going to put any barriers up? 
A: Blake Nelson KYTC, stated you will be continuously working out there that is our 
thoughts, but we can take another look at it.  
 
 
 
 
 



Q: Mary Jo Tirikos Panther Painting, Will that be a possible change? 
A: Tom Mathews, if we do make that change, we will have an addendum or make the 
barrier wall incidental to traffic.  Temporary barrier wall will be required for the 
expansion dam replacement work on 056B00326N, 056B00375L&R and 
056B00380L&R.  An addendum will be issued to add these items.  This will only be 
required for the expansion joint replacement work. 
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, Now the joint seal replacement can be done 
during the week, right? 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC, we need to maintain one driving lane 8-5pm and that is for any 
kind of work, yes be done at night during those time restrictions. That is not for the 57-
hour weekends we will be going over for joint replacement. 
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked are there any restrictions on those lanes 
underneath those bridges? 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, this one will be 15 feet.  Correction 10 feet. 
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, is this a one lane road?  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated it’s a two lane it is about 20 feet in between there.  
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked is its two-way traffic are you going to have to 
have stop lights for that? 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, yes or you have the option to close the road below you 
have to provide the detour plan that will be incidental to maintaining and controlling 
traffic.  
 
Q: Mary Jo Tirikos Panther Painting asked did you say there is a walking area up there is 
it going to be open still? 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, Yes we will have to maintain one side walk. 
 
Q: Michael Basse GPI asked, so if you close the road and maintain one sidewalk is there 
a time restriction on how long the road can be closed?  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, no time restrictions.  
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, again can this be a full closure or must be 
maintained one lane of 12 foot.  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, 12 foot is for one lane for that time period that is for 
rigging and containment.  
 
Q: Michael Basse GPI, asked I can’t see the clearance from here do you anticipate being 
able to put stacked platforms over live traffic once the platform is erected or do you 
expect it to be more of a lane closer going up and working in it and then opening it back 
up?  
 
 



A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, well you can leave it up there as long as you maintain 
that clearance. You are permitted lane closures from 8:00 PM-5:00 AM. 
 
Q: Byon Ogger Intec contracting asked, you did say we could close the ramps to do the 
joints.  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, yes that is under the direction of the engineer that is in 
the notes.  
 
Q: Mary Jo Tirikos Panther Painting asked do you mean from 8:00 PM-5:00 AM?  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated yes, the lane closure is from 8:00 PM-5:00 AM. 
 
Q: Jeff McMahon M&M Services asked, what is the time frame for that one. 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, I will go over all the restrictions when we get done with 
each bridge.  
 
Q: Robert Lail Delong concrete asked, it read to me you want to put the anodes in and 
then you are going to do any concrete patching. 
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated there is concrete patching should we need any on there I 
have allotted so much we are going to stick with the quantity that has been given and that 
will be directed by the engineer.  
 
Q: Robert Lail Delong Concrete asked, you don’t think it will disturb the anodes?  
A: Tom Mathews KYTC stated, no, there are some places that have spalled off and we 
want that to get fixed up while we do all this work.  
 
Minutes submitted by: Chris Goff    
 
Approved by: Type name here.  Tom Mathews 




